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Introduction

Interprofessional education (IPE) “occurs when two or more professions learn with, from and about each other to improve collaboration and the quality of care” (Centre for the Advancement of Interprofessional Education, 2002). IPE in health care emerged over 30 years ago at an international level and has become more prevalent in education, research, policy, and regulatory activities of health care professionals in the past decade (Reeves et al., 2012). The formal inclusion of IPE activities in undergraduate nursing programs in Canada occurred when the Canadian Association of Schools of Nursing (CASN, 2012) included IPE as part of the accreditation standards for nursing programs across Canada. As a result, nursing programs must demonstrate the integration of IPE throughout the undergraduate curriculum. Northern Ontario universities located in urban centres serve expansive geographic areas that include rural and, in some cases, remote communities. Although IPE may be occurring within these university settings, students from various professions may also have the opportunity to participate as interprofessional team members in rural and remote areas. The purpose of this research was to explore how four undergraduate university nursing programs in northern Ontario have integrated IPE into their curricula, including the opportunities and challenges of this work.

Background

Several themes were observed in the literature about the integration of IPE into undergraduate nursing curricula. The efficacy of the IPE intervention on student learning about other professions, teamwork, and collaborative care was examined. In other studies, IPE in classroom and clinical practice settings and IPE learning strategies were explored. The successes and challenges encountered integrating IPE curricula into programs were also frequent in the literature.

Much of the research focused on the efficacy of the IPE intervention. These included changes in how professions are viewed as team members, improvements in communication, learning how to work as part of a team, and the ability to provide collaborative care (Joyal et al., 2015; Nasir et al., 2017; Saylor et al., 2016).

The integration of IPE in clinical practice settings was also examined (Sick et al., 2014; Vanderzalm et al., 2013). Luebbers et al. (2017) found that a community-based interprofessional learning activity involving first-year medical and nursing students resulted in improved communication, collaboration, conflict management, team functioning, and a better understanding of how roles and teamwork improve the care being provided (Luebbers et al., 2017).

Some studies focused solely on classroom learning, while others focused on the inclusion of IPE in both classroom and practice settings. Balogun et al. (2015) conducted a cross-sectional study with 254 students from medicine, nursing, and an unidentified program who were involved in interactive case-based workshops. Overall results indicated improved knowledge and demonstration of interprofessional teamwork skills (Balogun et al., 2015). Ateah et al. (2011) found that students who had IPE experiences in classroom and clinical settings had significant improvements in their perceptions of other professionals as team members. There were very few articles about the integration of IPE throughout entire programs (Cahn, 2014; Ruiz et al., 2013).

Patient care simulation activities were often identified as valuable IPE learning strategies (Hudson et al., 2013). Saxell et al. (2009) used a cross-sectional study design to evaluate two simulation experiences involving medical, midwifery, and nursing students ($n = 54, n = 340$). The
study revealed an increase in both clinical and interprofessional knowledge. Student-led clinics are another strategy for IPE used in undergraduate nursing education (Ambrose et al., 2015; Sick et al., 2014).

Factors associated with the success of IPE integration include the following: administrative resource support, a dedicated coordinator role, the presence of faculty champions, and the cooperation of IPE facilitators in organizing and scheduling IPE activities (Cahn, 2014; Ruiz et al., 2013; Vanderzalm et al., 2013). Graybeal et al. (2010) explored what makes IPE programs successful and how institutions contribute to IPE success. Participants were administrators representing ten institutions of higher learning, including six from the United States and four from Canada. IPE success was dependent on the level of investment by administrators (mainly, the dean) and faculty (Graybeal et al., 2010).

The main challenges of IPE integration noted in the literature were the lack of faculty knowledge of IPE, a lack of IPE resources (human and space), the time-intensive nature of IPE activities, and difficulties with scheduling (Cahn, 2014; Ruiz et al., 2013; Vanderzalm et al., 2013). The need for funding was also cited as a challenge in successfully integrating IPE (Cahn, 2014; Graybeal et al., 2010).

IPE is evident in nursing curricula in a variety of ways as demonstrated by the literature. However, many of the cited studies were one-time interventions or involved voluntary extracurricular activities that did not include all the students in specified nursing programs (Ambrose et al., 2015; Ateah et al., 2011; Joyal et al., 2015; Nasir et al., 2017; Saylor et al., 2016). Despite the various barriers and challenges identified, no studies known to the author suggest that IPE should be excluded from health profession programs.

Recognizing the CASN requirement that IPE exist within undergraduate nursing programs, the following questions were explored in this study:

1. How are four northern Ontario undergraduate university nursing programs integrating IPE into their curricula?
2. What opportunities and challenges are experienced by northern Ontario undergraduate university nursing faculty and program administrators in integrating IPE into their curricula?

Normalization process theory (May et al., 2009) was selected as an appropriate framework for examining the integration of IPE into nursing curricula. A main premise of the theory is that to understand how a new practice is integrated, the actions of agents—those involved with the practice—must be assessed in relation to it. This thinking provides rationale for examining the ideas and actions experienced by those who deliver IPE within their respective nursing programs; that is, faculty members and directors. Within this study, the agents who contributed to the data sources included faculty members, directors, students, and others involved in IPE from within the larger context of the university. This theory will assist in framing the findings according to its main concepts and generative mechanisms.

**Methods**

**Methodology: Multiple Case Study**

Qualitative methodology was chosen to explore the research questions and enable detailed articulation of experiences related to IPE in undergraduate nursing programs. From among various
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qualitative options, multiple case study design was selected since it affords the researcher the opportunity to explore similarities and differences within and across cases (Baxter & Jack, 2008; Yin, 2014). In this instance, the cases were undergraduate nursing programs in northern Ontario. An advantage of multiple case study design is that it allows the researcher to analyze various sources of data within and across settings, making the results more reliable (Baxter & Jack, 2008). Multiple data-collection strategies, including interviews, focus groups, review of program documents and websites, and on-site program observations, were used to identify IPE-based content and delivery strategies in each undergraduate nursing program (Yin, 2014). The data collected provided information, ideas, and a variety of perspectives on what is occurring with IPE in the programs, including opportunities and challenges experienced, which is consistent with the main goal of case study research in obtaining the most accurate and complete information to answer the research questions (Stake, 2006).

Data Collection

The research took place at the locations of four undergraduate nursing programs in three northern Ontario universities in Sudbury, North Bay, and Thunder Bay, Ontario, from June 2016 to June 2017. In each instance, students apply to the university to be admitted to the nursing program. Undergraduate nursing programs to which students apply to a community college for admission and undergraduate university nursing programs of less than four years duration were excluded. Two of the nursing programs, while offered by the same institution, were different in language and structure. At this university, one program was offered in English and the other in French. The programs include different courses and sequencing of content, with overall programmatic goals of each of them leading to an undergraduate nursing degree.

A combined letter of invitation and consent form describing the study was sent as an email attachment to the administrative support staff at the involved school of nursing. This individual then forwarded the email to the program director and faculty members. The email script and letter were translated into French for the program offered in French.

The researcher’s strategies of individual interviews, focus groups, institutional and program website reviews, document collection, and on-site program observations were guided by the first section of the “Interprofessional Education Assessment and Planning Instrument for Academic Institutions” (Association for Prevention Teaching and Research, 2009). This instrument was selected because it was developed to assist programs and institutions in the assessment of IPE within curriculum to plan future IPE goals (Greer & Clay, 2010). Semi-structured interview questions were created using the instrument domains as a guide. Each question included a section for the provision of relevant documentation. Additional questions addressing the second research question about the opportunities and challenges of integrating IPE within curriculum were also included. In total, 13 interview questions were used to guide the program director interviews and faculty focus groups. The questions were pilot-tested with a faculty member in another professional program before their use in the study.

Two to three days were spent at each institution for the interviewing, conducting focus groups, collecting program and course descriptions, reviewing the university’s strategic plan, reviewing the program’s website for evidence of IPE in program strategic planning, and documenting on-site observations. Program directors (n = 3) were interviewed in their offices for up to 1.5 hours per program (one director oversees two programs within the same institution). Faculty members (n = 10) participated in a focus group (n = 4) at each of their respective program
sites for approximately 1.5 hours. Both full- and part-time faculty members who taught in different years of the program participated. One focus group member from each of three program sites was unable to participate in the focus group interview because of unforeseen circumstances. Because these individuals still wished to participate, they were given the opportunity to be interviewed after the focus group had occurred \((n = 3)\). Although the request in the letter of invitation was that two faculty members per program year participate, faculty in the involved schools often teach in more than one year of the program. This circumstance resulted in focus group participant numbers being smaller than originally conceptualized.

Respondent validation occurred by returning verbatim transcripts of the interviews and focus group discussions to participants for review. Participants checked the accuracy of their data. Researcher bias from previous involvement in IPE activities was explored through reflective journaling during the data collection and analysis phases of the study (Creswell, 2013). These reflections were shared and discussed with the co-authors.

**Data Analysis**

Thematic analysis of data from interviews, focus groups, documents, websites, and on-site program observations was completed for each of the four programs (Braun & Clarke, 2012). Coding was done manually and enabled the researcher to check for accuracy and practice validation. Directors and focus group participants were assigned numbers corresponding to the participant’s program \((e.g., D1, FG1M1)\). This strategy assisted in identification of quotations. Data from documents, websites, and on-site program observations were organized into a chart for each program, and each source was labelled for identification. These data sources were then analyzed and compared with the focus group and interview data.

Categorical aggregation was used to establish final themes for each program, which were then compiled in another chart with corresponding evidence from all data sources (Creswell, 2013). The codes and themes for each program were reviewed at different points in the analysis phase, as were the recordings, to ensure accurate representation of findings. Codes and themes were regularly discussed and reviewed with the co-authors. Finally, cross-case analysis was conducted. Codes and themes were compared, and five final themes were identified (Yin, 2014). Direct interpretation of single instances took place to ensure that unique IPE experiences within a case could be included in the findings (Creswell, 2013).

**Ethical Considerations**

Ethics review occurred at Laurentian University, Nipissing University, and Lakehead University. Research Ethics Boards from all institutions approved the study. The interviews and focus groups for the two Laurentian University undergraduate programs involved a bilingual facilitator obtained through a consulting company to prevent any perceived bias in the data collection process, ensure anonymity, and accommodate program language preferences. This process was important as the principal investigator is a member of this school of nursing.

**Findings**

The cross-case analysis described above resulted in five main themes: (1) varied understandings of IPE, (2) diverse IPE learning activities within curricula, (3) the requirement for support and resources for IPE and research, (4) student participation and leadership in IPE, and (5) limited IPE evaluation. Participants from one program identified a lack of accessibility to other
health professionals as a resource issue for IPE. The five themes are described below with relevant supporting data.

**Varied Understandings of IPE**

Conceptually, IPE was understood in different ways which led to varied interpretations of its implementation. This theme emerged across all data sources and was prominent in the interviews with faculty members. One faculty member made this comment:

I don't know enough about IPE. I haven't myself had much exposure to it or practice with it or training or development in that, so it would be a real slow, hard learning thing I think, you know? For me it’s like that lack of knowledge, you know that almost ignorance about what exactly it is and why it’s important. (FG1M2)

Given little experience and understanding of IPE, implementation of IPE was difficult to embed and integrate within a program.

**Diverse IPE Learning Activities within Curricula**

IPE occurs in a variety of ways in the reviewed curricula. These ways include learning activities occurring in classrooms and clinical practice, as well as activities involving both formats. Simulation laboratory activities were reported as a popular means of IPE since case scenarios include students from different health professions working together. Such activities occur to varying degrees in all years of the programs. Similarly, integration of IPE learning objectives into courses has also occurred. In addition to mandatory learning activities, various voluntary IPE learning experiences in which not all students are involved or have the opportunity to participate were reported. In short, there is evidence of both IPE exposure and experience within the studied curricula; these words were used frequently by the participants during the interviews. The term *exposure* was used frequently when the participants described students working alongside other health professionals and in relation to guest speakers in the classroom setting. The term *experience* was used to describe IPE learning occurring mainly in simulation labs and clinical practice where students work collaboratively with other health professions students.

With respect to how IPE is threaded within curricula including the actual learning environment, a program director stated the following: “It’s just threaded through our learning outcome that’s really looking at relationships” (D1). A faculty member further indicated that “students are taught different cases by simulation, different clinical situations that may involve other health professionals” (FG3M4).

Both the mandatory and voluntary nature of IPE activities was described by participants. With respect to IPE occurring in laboratories, a faculty member commented on the mandatory nature of participation in IPE activities: “All students have to attend those labs … those are mandatory” (FG1M3). By comparison, a director spoke about the voluntary nature of IPE simulation activities: “For the simulation, it is voluntary for the students so they can participate if they want” (D3, D4).

The idea of differentiation between IPE exposure and experience arose several times during the interviews. One faculty member reported:

I keep reading this IPE acronym and I keep thinking okay, so interprofessional education, but in my mind, I keep thinking interprofessional exposure. So, they are going to be
exposed to these things but are they engaged in formal or organized education, learning with, from and about each other? (FG1M2)

The Requirement for Support and Resources for IPE and Research

Participants emphasized the importance of support and resources for successful IPE integration. Administrative support in recognizing IPE as integral to the education of health professionals was evident at the institutional level. Research support for IPE was also recognized as important in assisting faculty in understanding and incorporating IPE within curricula. Workload allocation for IPE was inconsistent, while space and scheduling challenges presented as resource issues. While some faculty provide IPE related activities, this work is on a voluntary basis or for a small credit allocation. Also, while positions dedicated to simulation have been created to lead IPE learning, such learning requires the use of a particular venue and often voluntary participation by students and faculty. In one case, a lack of access to other health professions was identified. This is a fundamental problem for IPE.

Administrative support by the institution beyond the program level was demonstrated through the presence of IPE language in strategic plans. IPE was often cited by administrators and was discussed frequently by program directors:

IPE has been identified by our institution and our program as required to be fully threaded and integrated … Yeah, so they have strong IPE, you know, ideals … every third word is about how interprofessional education is going to be integrated. (D2)

Although administrative support was identified in principle and on paper, various resources required for successful IPE integration were lacking. The participants emphasized that the lack of human resources available for IPE needs to be addressed. A leadership role focused on IPE integration within curricula was recommended as a means of organizing IPE opportunities and advocating for resources:

It would be really nice to, in the future, see workload allocation… or whoever is on that committee having a .5 sort of like from an advocacy perspective for how we can get IPE organized better, having … say a .5 for being the IPE lead and then having a stand-in item on the agenda, the faculty meetings, whatever for an update on IPE stuff. (FG1M1)

A faculty member felt that such a role could also provide support for IPE teaching and research:

I just think if they set up or even hired someone that has some experience in IPE to come to faculty council and say … “we’d like to help to work with you guys on how you can bring this together for teaching and for research.” (FG1M2)

The scheduling of IPE learning activities and the need for spaces for these activities were commonly cited as issues by faculty members involved in IPE learning activities. A faculty member from one program emphasized the following: “The schedule logistics, funding, location … I would say that place is really important, funding, human support” (FG3M1).

On-site observations of programs further revealed a lack of adequate learning spaces required to house IPE activities, although for some programs, new IPE learning spaces were being planned.
As noted earlier, the challenge of access to other health professionals was experienced by one program. These other professions were regarded to be necessary resources for IPE integration into the curriculum by the participants. During one of the focus groups, this idea was further discussed by two faculty members:

It does not occur in each of the four years as much as it should, and as much as some people think it does (FG2M1).

I think there are two reasons that it happens. One is that we don’t really have access to all the people that you would normally—like, if we were a larger institution, there would be different professions accessible to us. (FG2M2)

The above circumstance relates to the unique geographic characteristics of Northern Ontario and impacts access to a variety of health professions students to facilitate IPE. At the same time, the participant representing the program did indicate that it has partnered successfully with other available health care program students to implement IPE within the curriculum.

**Student Participation and Leadership in IPE**

Nursing students were reported to be involved in IPE learning activities on a voluntary basis. Such activities were substantiated by documents and websites and included simulation and student-led activities such as clinics. Participation in voluntary simulation experiences demonstrated an interest by some students in learning with, from, and about the other health professionals accessible to them. With respect to IPE in simulation, one faculty member shared that it “is very attractive to the student population, they really like the hands on, they like to learn. For those, I see a lot of them, before participating” (FG3M1).

The student-led clinics happen at different points in the programs and, according to one faculty member, are evolving:

The students come together and they take the lead on making that happen. So, it’s something that our program is invited to be involved in, but it’s definitely not something that we can take any credit for. I think the student-led clinic, the principle looks like a nice opportunity. I don't know what’s going on with it but if they can find a way to get it off the ground. (FG1M2)

**Limited IPE Evaluation**

Some evaluation of IPE learning has occurred in the programs in a variety of ways. Most of these evaluations were student evaluations that were part of course evaluations; some were related to the clinical practice setting. One faculty member described a student assignment: “It’s a scholarly paper … they have to look up the topic, they have to talk about the experience of being in the IPE experience, and then they have to reflect on it” (FG2M2).

Simulation laboratory IPE initiatives have also had some preliminary evaluation. A program director shared the following: “We are evaluating what we have done. These are pilot projects; we’re exploring to see if there are things we could do differently” (D3, D4).

Documents such as accreditation reports and program assessments for IPE provided evidence of evaluation of the programs and progress with IPE integration. Despite limited evaluation work, activities to improve IPE learning within programs were reported.
Discussion

The findings of this study provide insight into how four undergraduate nursing programs in northern Ontario have integrated IPE into their curricula. Importantly, these findings are grounded in the perspectives of faculty members and program directors. Review of websites and documents and observations of program settings add to this picture of what has been occurring across the programs. The opportunities and challenges experienced by faculty and program directors in integrating IPE within their curricula are made apparent by application of the generative mechanisms of normalization process theory.

May et al. (2009) proposed that practices become embedded as the result of individual and collective action, such as the participants’ varied understandings of IPE. Cognitive participation and collective action by agents occurred despite the variations in coherence or understanding of IPE. As agents, the faculty and directors in this study provided evidence of working and partnering with students and other health professionals to embed and implement IPE learning activities into various formats and to diverse skill levels.

In accordance with normalization process theory, levels of IPE implementation were occurring in the programs, despite the varied understandings of IPE. Since generative mechanisms are not linear but interrelated, it is not unusual that IPE was occurring within the curricula despite variations in coherence. The types of IPE learning activities were likely influenced by these interpretations of IPE.

The varied understandings of IPE suggest a need for faculty development regarding IPE. In the literature, lack of faculty knowledge regarding IPE is identified as a barrier to successful IPE integration (Cahn, 2014; Graybeal et al., 2010; Ruiz et al., 2013; Vanderzalm et al., 2013). In their work, Lawlis et al. (2014) found that faculty development programs are instrumental to facilitating IPE. In this study and others found in the literature, faculty indicated their need for a better understanding of IPE through faculty development and support for IPE research. In summary, the varied understandings of IPE have likely contributed to the ways IPE was being implemented and evaluated in the four programs under study. IPE evaluation across programs is also an area that requires development. This work could involve exploration of evaluation strategies within the IPE literature and selection of an evaluation strategy when planning IPE curricula (Coffey & Anyinam, 2015). There are several frameworks and strategies for the integration and evaluation of IPE in the literature that provide methods to assess, plan, implement, and evaluate IPE curricula (Cranford & Bates, 2015; Pardue, 2015; Sterrett et al., 2015).

IPE through simulation and student-led initiatives is happening within the programs. Simulation is the strategy that faculty discussed most frequently. The prevalence of IPE through simulation as a learning strategy has been noted in a systematic review of IPE in nursing by Rutherford-Hemming and Lioce (2018). Student-led clinics were also identified at various stages of development across the four nursing programs. Ng and Hu (2017) emphasized the role of student-run clinics as an emerging trend for IPE in Canada.

The voluntary nature of IPE activities, including simulation laboratories and student-led initiatives, was discussed by the study participants at some length. Although attempts are being made to integrate IPE within curricula, voluntary activities including regular occurrences and pilot projects are the primary instances of IPE. At the same time, some mandatory IPE initiatives are integrated into courses through course objectives. All of this is in line with a review of IPE...
education in Canada, which found that many of the IPE activities reflected in the literature were voluntary and occurred principally in clinical practice settings (Grant et al., 2016).

The idea of IPE exposure was prominent in the comments of the participants, with some mention of immersion in an IPE clinical experience. In many instances, participants indicated that the IPE learning activity was more of an exposure and not a full experience. The University of Toronto’s Framework for the Development of Interprofessional Education Values and Core Competencies outlines the movement from IPE exposure (introduction), to immersion (development), to competence (entry to practice) (Nelson et al., 2014). Use of this IPE framework ensures that the three core competencies of values and ethics, communication, and collaboration are achieved along a continuum. Using this framework as a reference point, most of the IPE activities discussed in the findings of this study fall within the exposure phase.

The space, time/scheduling, and human resources required for IPE were emphasized as main challenges to its integration. Where such supports and resources were present, the participants commented on how successful the integration of IPE learning activities was. These findings are consistent with those of Reeves et al. (2012) and those from a literature review exploring barriers and enablers of sustaining IPE (Lawlis et al., 2014). Dedicated spaces for IP enhance cohesion and the collaborative experience as a whole (Brewer et al., 2017). The need for funding of IPE-related positions to lead and organize IPE activities within the curriculum was mentioned by participants. Rutherford-Hemming and Lioce (2018) have identified lack of funding for resources as a barrier to IPE.

The challenge of accessing students in other health professions programs for one particular program pertains to resources. In this case, the northern context and geographic location influenced the availability of specific types of health professions that could be learning with, from, and about each other. In one study, students from several other professions were brought to northern Ontario from another Ontario university to participate in IPE learning with students from other unspecified universities on placement at three sites in northwestern Ontario (Salvatori et al., 2007). The idea of accessing rural and remote areas as part of the experience of IPE integration is not new. Deutschlander et al. (2013) found that IPE education in rural or underserved areas may influence recruitment of health professionals to these areas postgraduation. The practice of bringing other health professions students into a specific geographic area might enhance IPE learning for nursing students within the program.

A possible limitation to this research pertains to the transferability of results because of the varied contexts of each program. Some of the findings are specific to Northern Ontario and each program’s institutional context. Dependability of the results may have been affected by the review of large amounts of data and interpretation of findings, even though attempts were made by the researcher to decrease potential bias. At the same time, the triangulation of data sources from the four separate programs contributes to the credibility of the findings. Finally, the faculty who consented to be involved in the focus groups or who agreed to be interviewed may have had an interest in IPE and/or have had IPE workload allocation, thus presenting a selection bias.

Conclusions

The state of IPE in northern Ontario as described has implications for educators, administrators, and institutions in this part of Ontario and possibly across Canada. Faculty development must occur to meet the needs of those enacting the integration of IPE. Such faculty development includes a review of IPE competencies, IPE research, and the many frameworks that
now exist for nursing programs in relation to the planning, implementation, and evaluation of IPE within curricula. The Centre for the Advancement of Interprofessional Education recently developed *Interprofessional Education Guidelines* for pre-licensure health professions and continuing professional education. These guidelines can assist with the development and assessment of IPE processes (Barr et al., 2017). Student involvement needs to be encouraged and supported by faculty and administration in the development of student-led initiatives in IPE learning through the provision of resources (e.g., providing adequate learning spaces; reducing scheduling conflicts) and by ensuring students receive some credit or clinical practice hours toward their course work. Additionally, administrators need to support faculty and ensure that resources are in place for IPE, including research (Wilhelmsson et al., 2009). Finally, innovative IPE learning approaches and research involving technology are required to engage students from other health professions in rural and northern contexts to help broaden the scope of their learning. Additionally, partnerships with other educational institutions and practice settings can be initiated and established within these geographic areas to facilitate IPE opportunities. This way, students across a variety of professional programs beyond the geographic boundaries of the northern context can learn from and with each other.
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